The formal theory of intramolecular gene assembly in ciliates is fitted into the well-established theories of Euler circuits in 4-regular graphs, principal pivot transformations, and delta-matroids.
a survey-style fashion we discuss consequences of known results in the theory of 4-regular graphs (including, e.g., results related to PPT and delta-matroids) for the theory of gene assembly. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall the biology of gene assembly in ciliates and its string model [19, 23] (see also [20] ). In Section 3 we view gene assembly in terms of Euler circuit transformations (or, more generally, circuit partition transformations) in 4-regular graphs, and in terms of the corresponding local and edge complementation transformations on looped circle graphs. These operations of local and edge complementation turn out to be special cases of principal pivot transform defined on arbitrary square matrices, cf. Section 4. In Section 5, we find that we can view local and edge complementation in terms of a very elementary operation, called pivot, on set systems. Finally, in Section 6, we combine pivot on set systems with another operation, called loop complementation, on set systems. Together the two operations turn out to form a group, which enables us to replace the intricate graph operations by a simple algebra on set systems. the order in which they occur in the corresponding "unscrambled" MAC gene, see Fig. 2 . Note that consecutive MDSs overlap (the gray segments in Fig. 2 ). These segments are called pointers in the MIC gene as they indicate the complex recombination schema that is to be performed to obtain the corresponding MAC gene. The generic form of recombination aligns two MDSs on their common pointer, and then performs a crossover operation at that pointer, see Fig. 3 . In that way the two segments are joined into a larger MDS segment. Note that the order (or the level of parallelism) in which recombination operations are applied has no influence on the outcome. This general confluency property of recombination ensures that the MAC gene is uniquely obtained from MIC gene by performing recombination on each pointer pair (regardless of the order in which recombination takes place) [22] . Biologically, the pointer pair no longer exists after recombination as it cannot be used for another recombination operation. Mathematically, it turns out to be worthwhile to leave the pointer pair for further consideration.
· · ·
We consider the intramolecular model for gene assembly from [38, 20] . In this model three specific types of recombination operations are distinguished, see Fig. 4 : (a) Two consecutive MDSs (i.e., a single IES separates the two MDSs) having the same orientation can be recombined by loop excision. In that process a circular molecule is removed from the segment containing that IES. (b) Two MDSs in opposite orientation can be recombined by hairpin recombination. This operation inverts the segment originally between the two MDSs. This segment may contain other MDSs. (c) Two interleaved pairs of consecutive MDSs, the MDSs in each pair in the same orientation, can be recombined by double loop recombination. During this operation two segments between the MDSs are swapped. A sequence ϕ of recombination operations (of these types) is called successful for a given MIC gene g if (i) ϕ is applicable to (defined on) g and (ii) applying ϕ on g yields the MAC gene corresponding to g. Because of the above mentioned confluence property of recombination in general, we have ϕ is successful for g iff ϕ is applicable to g and each pointer pair is used exactly once in ϕ.
The above recombination operations are formalized on strings as follows. Let us fix a positive integer κ. We denote pointers, and their orientation, by the alphabet Π = {1, 2, . . . , κ} ∪ {1,2, . . . ,κ}. The inversion of string w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n ∈ Π * is the stringw =w n . . .w 2w1 , where we letp = p for each p ∈ Π .
A directed double occurrence string, or doc-string for short, (called legal string in [20] ) is a string w over Π that contains each pointer of w exactly twice, in either orientation (barred or unbarred). The MIC gene is then encoded by concatenating the pointers (including their orientation) in the same order as they appear in the MIC gene. Hence if there are κ MDSs, then MDS M i (for i ∈ {2, . . . , κ − 1}) corresponds to i (i + 1), its inversion M i corresponds to (i + 1) i , MDSs M 1 and M κ correspond to 2 and κ, respectively, and their inversions correspond to2 andκ, respectively (recall that M 1 and M κ have only one neighbouring MDS). Note that there is no pointer 1. Thus the MIC form of Actin I of Sterkiella nova mentioned above is written as 34 45 67 56 78 932 2 89, space added for clarity.
The three recombination operations can be described using doc-strings in the following straightforward manner [19, 23] . First we define the following three mappings on doc-strings. Let u 1 , . . . , u 5 ∈ Π * , and let p, q ∈ {1, . . . , κ}. Then, u \ p deletes occurrences of p andp in u; if u = u 1 p u 2p u 3 then u * p = u 1 pū 2p u 3 ; and if u = u 1 p u 2 q u 3 p u 4 q u 5 then u * {p, q} = u 1 p u 4 q u 3 p u 2 q u 5 . In a similar way we define u * p in case u = u 1p u 2 p u 3 (i.e., the bars on the two occurrences of p are swapped), and u * {p, q} in case the positions of p and q are interchanged and/or in case the two occurrences in the p-pair or q-pair are barred. 
Fig. 5 Actin I gene of Sterkiella nova. Schematic diagram, based on [37] Then (a) u \ p models loop excision, provided u contains pp (orpp) as consecutive pointers, (b) u * p \ p models hairpin recombination, and (c) u * {p, q} \ p \ q models double loop recombination.
Given a doc-string, any sequence of these three operations that reduces this string into the empty string is called a successful reduction. Note that if a doc-string w represents a MIC gene g, then successful reductions of w correspond precisely to successful reductions of g. It is easily verified that every doc-string has a successful reduction [21] . This reduction usually is not unique.
Graph Models
It is not surprising that graph-theoretical concepts are important tools in modelling and understanding the process of gene assembly in ciliates. Consider for instance the diagram of the Actin I gene of Sterkiella nova as depicted by Prescott [37] . A simplified representation is given in Fig. 5 (see Example 1 below for details). The structure of the genetic material is given as a "bi-coloured" graph, with pointers as vertices, and MDS and IES segments as edges. We can read both the original MIC sequence and the target MAC sequence from the graph. If we follow the IES and MDS edges in an alternating fashion, then we obtain the MIC, and if we follow the edges according their colours, then we obtain the MAC (with flanking IESs).
Example 1.
In the MDS-IES description of the MIC form of Actin I of Sterkiella nova (from Section 2), we explicitly add the pointers flanking the MDS's, to obtain the sequence
One may view π as an Eulerian path in a multigraph G: the pointers p i are the vertices of G, and the strings in-between the vertices are the (labelled) edges of G. In this way π induces Fig. 5 Fig. 3 that when recombining MDSs at a pointer, IESs are at the same time joined together at that pointer.
As MDS M 2 is inverted in the MIC form, it has to be read "backwards" in the MAC form. Thus, in the MAC form we follow edge p 3 M 2 p 2 in opposite direction. Also, when recombining M 1 and M 2 at p 2 at the same time we join I 7 and I 8 at the same vertex.
In this way, the MAC form of the gene consists of three molecules. The string (the pointers are omitted)
represents the strand consisting of the recombined MDS's and flanking IES's. The MAC form also has two circular IES molecules (that are excised): I 1 and I 2 I 4 I 3 (again the pointers are omitted). ⊓ ⊔ In the manner described above, every (unbarred) doc-string defines a 4-regular multigraph (every vertex has degree 4, we allow loops and parallel edges) together with an Euler cycle (that visits every edge of the graph exactly once). Start by representing every pointer pair by a vertex. Then follow the string, adding an edge as we step from pointer to pointer. Treat the string as if circular, and connect the last pointer to the first. Obviously, the multigraph is 4-regular, and the string traces an Euler cycle through the multigraph. The result is very similar to the representation of the gene in Fig. 5 , if we merge the initial and final "edges" I 0 and I 9 . Conversely, every 4-regular multigraph with Euler cycle induces a (unbarred) doc-string w (in fact, a set of "equivalent" doc-strings that are obtained from w by conjugation).
We briefly describe the theory of operations on cycles in 4-regular multigraphs as initiated by Kotzig [31] and continued by Bouchet. Given a 4-regular multigraph we obtain a set of cycles by pairwise "joining" the edges at each vertex. These pairings can be unambiguously described using a fixed Euler circuit as anchor, see that may or may not agree with the orientation of the Euler circuit. The pairings of Fig. 6 (a-c) are called smoothings in [3] and transitions in [6] .
Example 2.
(1) Consider the (unbarred) doc-string w = 126134563245. Then w defines a 4-regular graph G along with an Euler circuit E w in G, see Fig. 7 (a). For convenience, the edges in G are directed according to w. (2) If we take the pairing at vertex 2 that is in an orientation-consistent way different from E w , and if we take the same the pairings as E w at the other vertices, then we obtain two disjoint cycles, w a = 1245 and w b = 26134563, see Fig. 7 (b). (3) If we take the pairing at vertex 2 that is in an orientation-inconsistent way different from E w , and if we take the same the pairings as E w at the other vertices, then we obtain the Euler circuit described by w ′ = 123654316245, see Fig. 7 
(c). ⊓ ⊔
Note how an orientation-inconsistent transition induces a "reversal" of part of the original Euler circuit, which agrees with hairpin recombination. Also note that an orientation-consistent transition breaks the Euler circuit into two disconnected parts. Consider now two vertices p and q that are interleaved in the Euler circuit, occurring in the order
. Then a synchronized orientation-consistent transition at both p and q again yields an Euler circuit. This Euler circuit is obtained from the original one by swapping two segments in exactly the same way as double loop recombination.
Then, to correctly model the gene assembly process, we have to keep track on which pointers (vertices) we can apply the successive transition while maintaining an Euler circuit. Both the orientation and interleavings may change during the process. The tool we use is that of a circle graph, which represents the intersections of the chords in a circle: each chord is represented by a vertex and two vertices are adjacent iff the corresponding chords intersect. A (barred) doc-string w defines a circle graph C(w) in a natural way by writing w in a circular way and connecting the pointer pairs. We additionally encode the relative orientation of the pointers of each pointer pair by adding a loop to a vertex when the two pointers of the pointer pair have different orientation (i.e., one is with a bar, and the other is without a bar). In [20] ±-signs are used instead of loops, and the corresponding graph, equivalent to a (looped) circle graph, is called a signed graph. The advantage of using loops instead of ±-signs will become clear in Section 4. The (looped) circle graph C(w) of the doc-string w = 1 2 61 3 45 6 32 4 5 is given in Fig. 9 (middle, bottom row) .
From now on, by graph we mean an undirected graph G where loops are allowed, but parallel edges are not allowed. More precisely, G = (V, E) where V is a finite set of vertices and E ⊆ {{x, y} | x, y ∈ V } a set of edges (we have {x} ∈ E iff x is a looped vertex). If the graph G is clear from the context of considerations, then we simply denote its vertex set by V . For X ⊆ V , we denote the subgraph of G induced by X as G [X] .
We define the basic operations of local and edge complementation on graphs [31, 7] . If G is a graph with looped vertex u, then the local complement of G on u, denoted by G * u, is obtained from G by complementing the edges in the neighbourhood
w} is an edge of G * u iff e is not an edge of G * u (we allow v = w, i.e., that e is a loop). All other edges remain the same in G and G * u.
For an edge {u, v} of G with u and v distinct unlooped vertices, one defines the edge complement of G on {u, v}, denoted by G * {u, v}, as follows. For vertex w its closed neighbourhood, denoted by N G [w] , equals N G (w) ∪ {w}. The neighbours of u and v can be partitioned in the three sets
. The graph G * {u, v} is obtained from G by complementing all pairs {x, y} such that x and y are each neighbours of u or v, but not in the same partition, cf. Fig. 8 . This will not change any adjacencies to vertices not adjacent to u and v, nor will it change any loops.
Theorem 1 ([31]).
Let w be a doc-string and let p, q ∈ {1, . . . , κ}. If w * p is defined (i.e., w contains both p andp), then C(w) * p = C(w * p). If w * {p, q} is defined, then C(w) * {p, q} = C(w * {p, q}).
Of course, Theorem 1 may be reformulated using Euler cycles in a 4-regular multigraphs instead of doc-strings. Theorem 1 suggests a generalization of the three recombination operations on doc-strings that model loop excision, hairpin recombination, and double loop recombination (from Section 2). We have that (a) removing an isolated unlooped vertex corresponds to loop excision, (b) local complementation followed by the deletion of the vertex involved corresponds to hairpin recombination, and (c) edge complementation followed by the deletion of the vertices involved corresponds to double loop recombination.
A reduction of a graph G is a sequence of these three operations, and a successful reduction of G is a reduction of G to the empty graph. Every graph has a successful reduction: indeed, apply local complement reductions until there are no more loops, then apply edge complement reductions until the graph contains only isolated unlooped vertices, and finally remove these isolated unlooped vertices.
If a doc-string w can be successfully reduced by a sequence of operations, then the associated circle graph C(w) can be rewritten by the corresponding sequence of graph operations. For the converse a similar result holds, except that we may have to reorder the loop excision operations [19, 23] . For, e.g., the string w = 2332 there is a unique sequence of two loop excisions ("inside out"), while its circle graph C(w) consists of two isolated unlooped vertices which can be removed in any order.
Since not every graph is a circle graph C(w) for some doc-string w, the operations of local complementation * p and edge complementation * {p, q} are generalizations of the corresponding operations * p and * {p, q}, respectively, for doc-strings.
We remark that a polynomial called the Martin polynomial [32] (its multivariate variant is called the transition polynomial [30] ) has been defined w.r.t. Euler circuits C in 4-regular multigraphs. This polynomial records the number of circuits c T (C) obtained when performing on C a set T of transitions of the form described as in Fig. 6 . In a similar way as described in this section, the Martin polynomial corresponds to a graph polynomial called the interlace polynomial [4] (or Tutte-Martin polynomial [8] ) in which local and edge complementation play a central role. Interestingly, the well-known Tutte polynomial on the diagonal coincides with the interlace polynomial when restricting to bipartite graphs [2] . A number of variations of the Martin and interlace polynomials is studied in the literature as we may restrict or loosen the allowed types of transitions T . Among them is the Penrose polynomial [35, 1] and the bracket polynomial for graphs [41] . For a detailed survey on these polynomials we refer to [24, 25] .
Matrices
With the definitions of local complementation * u and edge complementation * {u, v} in place, we are interested in sequences of these operations (and in particular successful reductions). Since the definition of edge complementation is already involved by itself, it seems even more difficult to reason about the effect of sequences such as * {u, v} * {v, w}. Fortunately, it turns out that sequences of local and edge complementation correspond to (a special case of) the so-called principal pivot transform operation on square matrices. This will lead to a different perspective in which sequences of local and edge complementations are much easier to study. Let us first recall the principal pivot transform operation. Let V be a finite set, and let A be a V ×V matrix, i.e., a matrix where the columns and rows are indexed by V . For a set X ⊆ V we use A[X] to denote the principal submatrix induced by X (i.e., the rows and columns are indexed by X). Moreover, we define A \ X = A[V \ X]. Let A be a V × V -matrix (over an arbitrary field), and let X ⊆ V be such that A[X] is nonsingular, i.e., det A[X] = 0. The principal pivot transform (PPT or pivot for short) of A on X, denoted by A * X, is defined as follows, see [43] .
The pivot is sometimes considered a partial inverse, since A and A * X are related as follows, where the vectors x 1 and x 2 correspond to the elements of X. In fact, the following relation defines A * X given A and X [42] .
Note that if det A = 0, then A * V = A −1 . By Equation (1) we see that a pivot operation is an involution (i.e., operation of order 2), and more generally, if (A * X) * Y is defined, then A * (X ∆ Y ) is defined (applying the symmetric difference of X and Y ) and the resulting matrices are equal. Note that in order to apply the pivot * X to matrix A it is required that A[X] is nonsingular. We may apply pivot to graphs through its adjacency matrix representation. The
In this paper we make no distinction between G and A(G) and so we write, e.g., det G to denote det A(G), the determinant of A(G) computed over F 2 . In this way, graphs correspond precisely to symmetric V × V -matrices over F 2 . By convention, the determinant of the empty matrix (or graph) is 1.
For a graph G and nonempty X ⊆ V , X is called elementary in G if G[X] is nonsingular and for all nonempty Y X, G[Y ]
is singular. Hence, if X is elementary in G, then G * X is defined but G * Y is not defined for any nonempty proper subset of X. It is easy to see that if X is elementary in G, either (1) X = {u} ∈ E(G) (i.e., X is a loop) or (2) X = {u, v} ∈ E(G) and {u}, {v} ∈ E(G) (i.e., X is an edge on unlooped vertices). Geelen [26] observed that a pivot of Case (1) is precisely local complementation and a pivot of Case (2) is precisely edge complementation.
Indeed, if vertex u has a loop in G, then the matrix G[{u}] is equal to the 1 × 1 identity matrix: u u 1 . Hence, * {u} is indeed applicable to G and . Hence, * {u, v} is indeed applicable to G and
where χ u is the column vector of G belonging to u without elements at positions (u, u) and (v, u) (and similarly for χ v ). One may again verify that G * {u, v} is indeed the graph obtained from G by applying edge complementation on {u, v}.
Having thus characterized local and edge complementation in terms of pivot, we are ready to study sequences of these operations. For example, let u,v, and w be mutually distinct unlooped vertices of G. If (G * {u, v}) * {v, w} is defined (i.e., if {u, v} is an edge of G, and {v, w} is an edge of G * {u, v}), then we immediately find that (G * {u, v}) * {v, w} = G * ({u, v} ∆ {v, w}) = G * {u, w} (and that {u, w} is an edge of G since G * {u, w} is defined and u and w are unlooped vertices). In general we have the following confluence result.
Let ϕ = * X 1 * X 2 · · · * X n be a sequence of pivot operations (we assume leftassociativity of pivot). The support of ϕ, denoted by sup(ϕ), is defined as ∆ i X i , i.e., the set of vertices that occur an odd number of times in ϕ. If ϕ is applicable to a graph G, then, by the above, Gϕ = G * (X 1 ∆ X 2 ∆ . . . ∆ X n ) = G * sup(ϕ). This observation may be seen as a highly generalized version of the confluence property of DNA recombination from Section 2. If we specialize this observation for the case where the * X i 's are elementary (i.e., local or edge complementations), then we obtain the following. Note also that G is nonsingular iff there is a sequence ϕ of local and edge complementations with sup(ϕ) = V such that Gϕ is defined. Moreover, if this is the case, then we may choose ϕ in such a way that each vertex of V appears exactly once. In the context of gene assembly, we thus find that there is a sequence of hairpin and double-loop recombinations to transform a MIC gene into the corresponding MAC gene iff the circle graph G corresponding to MIC gene is nonsingular. Moreover, if this is the case, then the circle graph corresponding to the MAC gene is G * V = G −1 , the inverse matrix of the adjacency matrix of G! Thus, from this point-of-view, we have the amusing fact that the construction of the MAC gene entails inverting a matrix. Intermediate products obtained during the transformation of a MIC gene into its MAC gene, using only hairpin and double-loop recombinations, correspond in this way to partially inverted matrices. For each possible set S of operation-types (loop excision, hairpin recombination, double loop recombination) there is a characterization of the existence of a sequence of recombination operations to transform a MIC gene into the corresponding MAC gene, where each recombination operation is of a type from S, see [20, Section 13.3] when S contains loop excision, and [11, 17] for the remaining cases where only hairpin recombination and/or double loop recombination are allowed.
We remark that an extension of the interlace polynomial from graphs to arbitrary matrices (over some field), using PPT instead of local and edge complementation on graphs, has been studied in [28, 15] .
Set Systems
In this section we provide yet another perspective on local and edge complementation. It turns out that we may define local and edge complementation (and pivot for graphs in general) in terms of a very elementary operation on set systems, essentially only involving symmetric difference.
First we recall a fundamental result on PPT due to Tucker [43] (see also [18, Theorem 4.1.1] and [34] ). This result allows one to formulate the applicability of the pivot * Y to the resulting matrix A * X in terms of applicability of the pivot * (X ∆ Y ) to the original matrix A.
Proposition 1 ([43]). Let A be a V × V -matrix, and let X ⊆ V be such that A[X] is nonsingular. Then, for all Y
We remark here that Proposition 1 for the case Y = V \ X is called the Schur determinant formula, det((A * X) \ X) = det A/ detA[X], and was shown already in 1917 by Issai Schur, see [40] .
A set system (over V ) is an ordered pair M = (V, D) with V a finite set and D a family of subsets of V . We write simply Y ∈ M to denote Y ∈ D. Let M be a set system over V . We define, for X ⊆ V , the pivot (often called twist in the literature, see, e.g., [26] 
As observed in [6] we have, by Proposition 1,
Through the adjacency matrix representation of graphs, we may carry the notion of M A for matrices over to graphs. Let G be a graph. Given only the set system M G = (V, D G ), one can (re)construct the graph G: {u} is a loop in G iff {u} ∈ D G , and {u, v} is an edge in exclusive or) , see [9, Property 3.1] . Hence the function M (·) which assigns to each graph G its set system M G is injective. In this way, the family of graphs (with set V of vertices) can be considered as a subset of the family of set systems (over set V ).
As M G * X = M G * X, the pivot operation for graphs coincides with the pivot operation for set systems. Therefore, pivot on set systems forms an alternative definition of pivot on graphs. Note that while for a set system M over V , M * X is defined for all X ⊆ V , for a graph G, G * X is defined precisely when detG[X] = 1, or equivalently, when X ∈ D G , which in turn is equivalent to ∅ ∈ D G * X. Thus, e.g, while on a graph * {u} * {v} and * {u, v} cannot be both defined, they are on set systems, where they have the same outcome. It turns out that M G for graphs G has a special structure, that of a delta-matroid [6] . A consequence of the fact that M G is a delta-matroid, is that the maximal sets of M G w.r.t. inclusion, denoted by max(M G ), are all of cardinality equal to the rank r(A(G)) of matrix A(G). Thus, if G is the circle graph corresponding to a MIC gene, then the nullity n(A(G)) = |V | − r(A(G)) of A(G) (i.e., the dimension of the nullspace of A(G)) is equal to the number of loop recombinations in every successful transformation of that gene to its MAC form. Equivalently, the number of loops created during the transformation of a MIC gene to its MAC gene is equal to the nullity of the adjacency matrix of the circle graph corresponding to that MIC gene. In fact, a set S l ⊆ V is the support of the loop excision part of a successful reduction of G iff V \ S l ∈ max(M G ).
Example 6. Consider the circle graph G from Example 4 and corresponding set system M G , see Example 5. As G has nullity 1 the maximal sets of M G are of cardinality 3. Considering the maximal sets {2, 3, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5} of M G , we see that loop recombination can be performed on every pointer except 4. ⊓ ⊔
Loop Complementation
The concept of local complementation defined in this paper is only defined on looped vertices, and thus cannot be applied to simple graphs. A related concept, which is also called local complementation, is defined for each simple graph G and vertex u of G: local complementation of G on u complements the neighbourhood of u (without introducing loops). By abuse of notation we denote also local complementation for simple graphs G by G * {u}. The operation edge complementation can be defined as for graphs with loops. In this context of simple graphs we have the "curious" identity * {u, v} = * {u} * {v} * {u} = * {v} * {u} * {v} [7, Corollary 8.2], which is not valid for graphs with loops. In fact, in that case, the left and right side of the equation do not have the same support.
In order to deal with loops the operation loop complementation is useful. For a graph G and a set X of vertices of G, loop complementation of G on X, denoted by G + X, is the graph obtained from G by toggling the loops on the vertices in X. This operation can be faithfully represented on set systems. For set system M = (V, D) and element u ∈ V , loop complementation of M on u, denoted by M + u, is the set system (V, D ′ ), where D ′ = D ∆ {X ∪ {u} | X ∈ D, u ∈ X}. As the operation is commutative we extend it to M + X for set X ⊆ V by performing the + u's, u ∈ X, in any order. We have M G+X = M G + X for any set X ⊆ V .
Pivot * X and loop complementation + X for sets systems together form an interesting algebra. On a single common element u the operations * u and + u are involutions (i.e., of order 2) generating a group isomorphic to the group S 3 of permutations on 3 elements [14] . In particular, we have + u * u + u = * u + u * u, which is the third involution (in addition to pivot and loop complementation). On different elements u = v the operations commute, thus, * u + v = + v * u, + u + v = + v + u, and * u * v = * v * u.
This algebra makes it possible to understand the relation between edge complementation and local complementation for simple graph, mentioned above. First one notes that the sequence of operations ϕ = * {u, v}+{u} * {u} * {v}+{u} * {u}+{u} is applicable to any graph with edge {u, v} and u and v unlooped vertices, by checking the existence of loops on u and v in successive stages, see Fig. 11 . Then we observe that ϕ is the identity on set systems using the group structure (using the fact that, for set systems, we have * {u, v} = * {u} * {v}). This makes ϕ the identity on any graph where it is applicable (without having to consider the involved graph operations). We can project ϕ from graphs to simple graphs by skipping the loop complementation operations, and obtain the equality * {u, v} = * {u} * {v} * {u}.
Inspired by and motivated by the context of gene assembly, the interplay of loop complementation and pivot was implicitly (and only for the case of doc-strings) studied in [12] . This interplay led to an extension of the interlace polynomial (in-cluding the related bracket polynomial for graphs) and an extension of the Penrose polynomial from graphs (resp. matroids) to ∆ -matroids [13, 16] .
